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Overview of presentation 

• Background – ILLs at YSJ 
• Reasons for running the project 
• Similar projects at other universities 
• Our model 
• Results of the project – books purchased, user 

feedback, supply times and usage figures 
• Conclusions and plans for the future 
• Questions 

 



Background 
• A small but growing 

university 
• Converged library and IT 

service 
• Recent increase in student 

numbers 
• Drive to build research 

profile 
• Library buying more 

resources, especially e-
resources 

• ILL requests free and 
unlimited 

• Electronic delivery of ILLs 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
York St John – a small university near to centre of York, around 6,500 students. Growing and seeking to build research profile.We have a converged library and IT service, Information Learning Services (ILS)ILLs fall within Academic Services Team – I am the main staff member for ILLs, 1.0 FTE. I have worked there for 3 years – responsible for ILLs, also broken link checking and other data management tasks.2 part-time colleagues in Acquisitions team offer support during leave. AST also includes 5 Academic Liaison Librarians - also involved in projectRecent increase in student numbers and further increases plannedDrive to build research profile after being awarded RDAP powers – increase in PhD students, staff members doing more researchILS has been building its collection of resources, especially e-resources – target of 70% of Essential Reading electronic, investment in more e-books, scanned chapters, and e-journal packagesInter Library Loan requests are free and unlimited for all staff and students (except those on very short courses) – part of drive to encourage academics to do more research, and improve student experienceAlso offering electronic delivery via the BL’s DRMLite SED – introduced in February 2016 – part of commitment to increase electronic provision



Reasons for running the project 

• Rise in number 
and cost of ILL 
requests 

• Rise in requests 
for recently 
published titles 

• Student feedback 
– more books for 
dissertation topics 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Over the past three years, there has been a rise in the number and cost of ILL requests. Last year was a particularly significant increase. This can partly be attributed to unlimited requests, to the increase in student numbers and increased focus on research, as well as to the greater availability of the ILL form (now appearing on the catalogue search results).Cost increases meant that we were spending more and more funds on resources that could only be used once by a single student – it made more sense to instead invest some funds in books that would be re-used.We received an increasing number of requests for very recently published titles which were not available on ILL – as other libraries are understandably reluctant to lend very new stock. We were already considering these books for purchase if we couldn’t supply on ILL.Our recent spending increases are mainly focused on buying books for reading lists. As we are a smaller university, we have a smaller range of further reading titles. We frequently receive feedback on our feedback whiteboard to say that students need more books for their dissertations. They often have to resort to ILL – but actually the titles they request are not that obscure and might well be used by others.For these reasons, we decided that we should try to buy some requests rather than sourcing on ILL



Other related projects at other 
libraries 

• Sussex University – PDA e-book loans to 
satisfy ILL 

• Northumbria University – also used PDA e-
book loans 

• Nottingham Trent – Your Books More Books – 
mixed delivery approach 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sussex University have run a scheme using Patron Driven Acquisition, an e-book loan model, to satisfy ILLs. Discussed by Annette Moore at FIL conference two years ago. ‘Switched on’ link to e-book in catalogue and sent to user – charged according to number of uses.Northumbria University also ran a similar project with similar results, though usage was quite different from Sussex’s – case study written up by ProquestNottingham Trent ran a mixed delivery approach, delivering both books and articles electronically and in print format, in order to provide resources for students’ dissertations (which were often on unpredictable topics, as we also observed)They bid for separate one-off funding, used to pay for both EBA and an expedited ILL scheme. ILL scheme included next day BL delivery, Amazon Prime orders and e-book loans to satisfy requests (with nearly half of requests being satisfied by purchase, not loan).



Advantages and disadvantages of 
models 

• E-book loans – quick supply, but availability 
limited to around 25% of requests 

• Costs unpredictable but typically low 
• Loans not purchases 
• Your Books More Books – speedy delivery and 

excellent feedback 
• But expensive – required separate funding 
• Issue of what to do with purchased books 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PDA – somewhat limited availability, with both libraries finding around 25% of requests were available via Proquest’s e-book loan scheme. Also encountered users who preferred printCosts are unpredictable as they vary based on number of accesses, and you could pay more than 100% of the cover price if full purchase of an e-book is triggeredHowever, both libraries reported that costs were lower than anticipated. Sussex gave cost as £17.61 per title, as 30% of supplied titles were never accessed beyond 5 minute free browsing period. Able to fund from existing ILL budgets as only cost a bit more than normal ILL.Northumbria reported that only 10% of supplied titles were browse-only – but only 2 of their e-books triggered a full purchase. No exact cost figure but claimed was lower than print.However, for items with 1-3 loans, which don’t trigger purchase, you don’t get to keep title for benefit of future students – comparable with traditional ILL.Your Books More Books – larger number of titles purchased, very fast delivery (87% within 3 working days) leading to excellent student feedbackBut paying for 24-hour ILLs and purchases would be much more expensive than traditional ILL – NTU had to apply for separate funding to run the scheme, now facing issue of how to run the scheme next year without the same budgets.Also mentioned issue of what to do with purchased titles once they were returned by students. Sounds as if these purchases had not been catalogued or added to the system – so created a lot of work later on (and some books might not be returned!)



Our book purchasing project model 

• Print and electronic, with preference for e 
• Considered titles published in or after 2010 
• Excluded items over £150 
• Referred to ALL if more than £50 
• Dawson’s and Amazon for print 
• Dawsonera, Askews and Holts, Proquest for e 
• Message sent to users 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We decided to follow a model closer to that of Nottingham Trent’s, as we wanted to look at purchasing both print and electronic orders. Although we do prefer to buy e-books where possible, they are often much more expensive than print, and for many titles are not available (as Sussex and Northumbria found).We also wanted to ensure that money was invested in resources that could be used in the future – rather than being mostly spent on loans.However, our scheme did differ from Nottingham Trent’s. We focused on book orders and didn’t include journal articles as they were already arriving quickly.We were also more selective about which books were considered for purchase, as we didn’t have an additional budget to work with (purchases coming from normal Acquisitions budget) and didn’t want to spend indiscriminately on out-of-date titles.We considered any titles requested on ILL that were published in 2010 or later for purchaseThese items were price-checked and anything costing over £150 for both print and e was excluded.Items costing less than £50 were ordered right away by ILL assistant, without need for approval (though I did still query books on very strange subjects even if they were cheap!). We would always buy the e-book unless the student expressed a preference from print.If they cost £50-£150 they were referred to an ALL for a decision. This included items that cost £50-£150 for an e-book, but less than £50 for print, as we wanted to buy e-books if possible.Dawson’s was used for print orders, with Amazon used for more urgent orders (based on the ‘required by’ date given by students on our ILL form).We price-checked e-books at Dawsonera, Askew’s and Proquest and bought whichever was most cost-effectiveIf we opted to buy a book, we sent users an email letting them know that the book was being bought as it was deemed a useful addition to stock. We also gave an estimate of the likely supply time (leaving the student the option to contact us if the book was needed more urgently than they had previously indicated).We kept a log of all requests and this was checked weekly to monitor the progress of orders.



Results – books purchased 

• Project ran for 2 months 
• 136 books met criteria – 113 purchased 
• Total spend of £4,941.81 
• 52 e-books – spend of £3,088.48 
• 61 print books – total spend of £1,853.33 
• Average cost per e-book: £59.39 
• Average cost per print book: £30.38 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Project ran for 2 months, from 5th October to 2nd December 2016. We decided to stop at end of December as there were still quite a lot of books that hadn’t arrived, and it seemed unlikely new orders would arrive before we closed for Christmas. Our acquisitions and cataloguing staff also needed some time to catch up with other orders that had been coming in.136 books met the criteria we set out, and 113 of those were purchased. Of those not bought, this was usually due to expense, obscurity of the subject matter, the subject matter being seemingly unrelated to the user’s subject area, or because we didn’t think the book would arrive in time to satisfy the request. Also a couple that we did try to source, but the orders were cancelled by our supplier.Total spend of £4,941.8152 of the books purchased were e-books – these account for £3,088.48 of the overall spendThe remaining 61 books were print – these cost a total of £1,853.33The average cost per e-book was £59.39, while the average cost for a print book was £30.38.44% of orders were for humanities subjects and 18% for education



Results – user feedback 
• Mostly very positive 
• Some concerns about supply times 
• 10 email responses to say thank you 
• Tweets praising the project 
‘2nd time this year this has happened. Requested a 
book and @YSJ_ILS have gone and bought it! Love 
that!’ 
‘the responses to my requests for Inter Library 
Loans by @YSJ_ILS have been truly spectacular. 
Turbo charged research now!’ 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most of the direct user feedback we received on the project was very positiveWe did receive some responses to the email to say that students needed the book more quickly than the supply time given – we were then able to order via Amazon/source on ILL instead10 users responded to our email messages informing them of the purchase to say thank youWe received several tweets praising the project‘2nd time this year this has happened. Requested a book and @YSJ_ILS have gone and bought it! Love that!’‘the responses to my requests for Inter Library Loans by @YSJ_ILS have been truly spectacular. Turbo charged research now!’Second tweet from a student who we had purchased e-books for and which were made available very quickly, she also sent us an email thanking us.



Results – supply times 

• Most ILLs supplied within 2 weeks – average 
supply 4.31 days 

• Supply times for purchases more variable 
• Some problem cases 

Supplier 
Average supply 
time (days) 

Average supply time 
(working days) 

Amazon 13 9 
Dawson 31 21 
Askews 14 10 
Dawsonera 10 7 
EBL 18 12 
EBSCO 20 14 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The majority of ILL book requests are supplied within 2 weeks, with most British Library books arriving in less than 1 week. Average supply time is 4.31 days – this includes journal articles as well, but average supply time for books probably not much more than 1 week.We found that the supply times for books purchased was more variable than this, which did present some problemsEmail sent to students suggested that print books would arrive in 2-4 weeks and e-books/Amazon orders in 1-2 weeksBooks ordered via Dawson took an average of 31 days, or 21 working days – ie. 4 weeks+ (this did include processing time at YSJ)Amazon orders were closer to 2 week target – often arrived in less than a week, but took a lot more work for staff to process the orderE-books also close to 2 week target, though some were slightly longerEven so, ILLs remained quicker on averageWe also encountered some problem cases (not included in these averages) where a book was ordered via one supplier, the order was cancelled and we had to get from another supplier, delaying the request considerably.Also problems with books listed as being in print on Dawson but actually out of print



Results – usage figures 
• 26% of requests uncollected/unused at end of 

January 
• 16% still unused by beginning of June 
• Only 3% of ILL requests uncollected Oct-Jan 
 
 
 

 
• 19 print books borrowed more than once (30%) 

  Days Working days 
Average supply time for items 
initially uncollected/unused 20 14 
Print only 28 19 
E-books only 14 10 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
26% of requests uncollected/unused at end of January (2 months after completion of pilot)16% still unused by beginning of June – though quite a few had been used, not necessarily by the person who originally requested themBy comparison, only 3% of ILL requests uncollected Oct-Jan – much lower, suggesting the supply times might have been a factorAverage supply time for those items initially uncollected in January: 20 days/14 working days ie. just under 3 weeksFor print: 28 days/20 working days – slower than the average for Amazon (13 days/9 working) but actually faster than overall average for Dawson’s (31 days/21 working)For e-books: 14 days/10 working days – slower than average for Dawsonera, main supplier, but comparable with average for Askew’s and faster than EBL/EBSCOSuggests that some students may need items very urgently and supply times for orders simply not fast enough to compete with ILLThough of course there could be other reasons for lack of collection (holds only on shelf for a week) and it is encouraging that usage had increased when checked again in JuneBy June, 19 print books were borrowed more than once (ie. 30% of the total number) – not necessarily by a different borrower, but doesn’t include renewalsMajority of e-books also received multiple uses



Conclusions 

• Good user feedback 
• Supply times slower than expected 
• Disappointing usage figures 
• Additional work for ILL and cataloguing staff 
• Will focus on e-supply for future projects 
• Print supply for non-urgent orders only 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
User feedback was very positive and it seemed to have improved goodwill towards the service among students and staff, who appreciated having books bought for themHowever supply times were slower than traditional ILL and this appears to have had a knock-on effect on collection ratesIt was encouraging to see that usage had gone up by end of May, with a lot of items used multiple times, but usage still didn’t compare with ILL collection ratesCaused a lot of additional work for cataloguing staff as these orders were given priority, having a knock-on effect on reading list orders. The processing of the orders also took more time as they needed to be ordered via credit card and then added manually to our LMS.Also created a lot of work for ILL staff – getting approval from ALLs, recording orders, monitoring order progress, chasing orders etc.Due to supply times, will look at focusing on e-books for future projects – plans are ongoing to run an e-book loan project in the Autumn term of 2017-18, though e-books will probably be purchased after 2/3 accesses rather than 4, as at Sussex and NorthumbriaWe also discussed introducing a ‘suggest a book’ form which could be used to source both print and e titles - but this will be separate to ILL and only recommended for non-urgent ordersWe have continued to consider items not available on ILL for purchase – but for these there is no quicker option for supply



Any Questions? 
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